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CHRIS CORTAZZO HAS BEEN NAMED COLDWELL BANKER’S NUMBER ONE AGENT,
NATIONALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY; NUMBER ONE MALIBU AGENT FOR OVER A DECADE;
AND NUMBER ONE LEASING AGENT.

key
“toTheselling

and sealing
the deal is
making real
and honest
connections
with people.
Real estate is
a relationship
business.

”

AARON KIRMAN
JOHN AAROE GROUP

act so closely with our clients on a product that means so much. [I

John Aaroe Group, selling over $3 billion in real estate to heads of

Often, I tell clients that I don’t have a crystal ball and, if I did, I

Aaron Kirman is President of the International Estates Division at

What are your predictions for luxury real estate in L.A.?

industry, celebrities, foreign investors and even royalty.

promise I would use it. But that is simply not the case. This puts a

How did you make it in the real estate industry?

for the market.

It is important to say upfront that there is no ticket to success—
[mine] has come primarily from hard work, strategy, connecting
with the right people and staying outside the box. Creating unique
business strategies... keeps you ahead of the curve. There is also a
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like] helping my clients live the life they have always wanted.

premium on [having] a solid sales strategy [by pricing] correctly

What has been your most significant home sale?
One of my proudest moments was when I sold the Oscar Ne Mayer
home in Santa Monica to a developer for the land value. It became

little bit of making your own luck.

clear that [he] planned on tearing down the house to build some-

What are the rewards of selling residential L.A. real estate?

instead sell [it] to a buyer that, in turn, wanted to restore the home

This is one of the only industries in the world where we get to inter-

thing that would greatly increase the value and I convinced him to
to its original grandeur.

thrive in the
fiercely competitive L.A.
market: work
non-stop. You
have to be accessible to your
clients nearly
24/7 and you
have to work at
lightning-fast
speed. You have
to be prepared
to move
quickly.

”

Known as the First Lady of Real Estate, Myra Nourmand has a

reputation for excellence in the listing, marketing and selling of
high-end residences across L.A.

is a new deal. As

What has been your ticket to success?

“When a door

the saying goes,

I’ve anticipated the rapidly evolving speed of technology and
needs of my clients, I’ve maintained my presence as a real estate
influencer that connects with today’s buyers and sellers, and I’ve
stayed at the cutting edge of technology—especially social media...
through my YouTube channel, Twitter and Instagram. The process

opens.”
Have you seen
recurring trends

of adapting to change is crucial in today’s world.

in luxury real

What advice would you give an agent who is just starting out?

Views have taken

Tenacity is key. I started out after being a homemaker who had
stopped working to raise my kids. From the beginning, I told myself
failure was not an option and, when I encountered roadblock after
roadblock, I kept pushing forward. There’s a lot of disappointment
in this business: sellers change their minds and pull their homes off

estate?
on a greater
importance
than I’ve ever
experienced. Buyers who seek an amazing L.A. view are entering a
hyper-competitive market. Many have to adjust their budgets and

the market, and buyers back out of deals. But around every corner

be willing to pay more than they expected.

SUZANNE PERKINS
SOTHEBY’S
INTERNATIONAL REALTY

Describe the hottest home that you currently represent.

Suzanne Perkins has represented both buyers and sellers in many of
Santa Barbara’s priciest residential real estate transactions.
What is the secret to sealing the deal on any transaction?
Complete honesty and always making sure that your clients come first.
What has been your most significant home sale?
My most important sale occurred in January 2007, when I represented
the sellers of Bixby Company’s,
El Cojo and Jalama Ranches.
It was the largest non-commercial transaction in California history—the combined
listing value of the two properties was an astounding $155
million. Buyers had to agree to
charter helicopters in order to
view the property. Since most
of the ranch was covered with
a no-fly zone, we had to work
with Vandenberg AFB to allow
showings.
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closes, a window

The Villa Santa Barbara—it’s owned by Ellen DeGeneres and Portia
de Rossi [and] is listed for $45 million. There’s nothing that has ever
been on the market that can compare to this property in any way. It has
history, privacy, views and fabulous architecture. When you’re on the
property, you feel like you’ve been transported to Italy or the South of
France.
What are your predictions for the luxury real estate sector in your
market over the next year?
Santa Barbara is unique because we have the mountains to the north
and the ocean to the south, so our growth is restricted. We also have
very little inventory on the market, so the good properties in the luxury
real estate sector are going to continue to demand good prices.
Are there recurring trends you’ve seen in high-end homes over the
course of the last year?
Buyers are taking a lot more time to make up their minds. No one
seems to be in a hurry.
What do you see as the most desirable amenity of a residence?
“Right now, the most desirable amenity in our area is a really
large, zero-edge pool.” Buyers are also looking for clean lines, high
ceilings, open spaces, and a clean and simple design with a more
contemporary feel.
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There’s only
“one
way to

MYRA NOURMAND
NOURMAND & ASSOCIATES

ADAM ROSENFELD
MERCER VINE

sheer size of the estate are what made it so significant to me.

the experience of buying and selling luxury real estate.

Drive in Beverly Hills, which just hit the market

What has been the ticket to your success?

in the city. Everything about this property is a

Describe the hottest property that you represent in L.A.

Adam Rosenfeld is the founder of Mercer Vine, aimed at redefining

for $15.995 million. There’s nothing else like it

People talk so often about understanding the marketplace and
the economy—and while those are paramount, success comes
with building relationships and understanding what your client
wants and needs. In addition, advising them on the best possible
outcome [is important], so their expectations are in line with
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ADAM ROSENFELD AND JEFF HYLAND

The hottest home we represent is 627 N. Palm

beautiful fusion of Spanish Colonial architecture
and modern design.
What is the key to sealing the deal with any
real estate transaction?

what we can deliver.

A good real estate deal starts with identifying

If you could own any estate, what would it be?

the negotiation are willing to compromise.

the areas where your clients on both sides of

I fell in love with 800 Stradella Road a year ago when I
represented the buyer in an off-market sale. This piece of land
has complete unobstructed views stretching from Downtown

From Mercer Vine’s standpoint, that means
having a deep understanding of which deal
elements are negotiable and which are not, and

L.A. to Catalina Island to the Griffith Observatory.

then continually advocating for those items

What has been your most significant home sale?

understand their clients, then there is almost

throughout the process. If both sides truly

I represented the buyer in the purchase of The Owlwood Estate
for $90 million. It wasn’t just the price tag—the history and

always a way to ensure that everyone walks away
happy with the sale.

JEFF HYLAND
HILTON & HYLAND

As Co-founder and President of Hilton & Hyland, Jeff Hyland has received the Lifetime
Achievement Award from the Beverly Hills Greater Los Angeles Association of Realtors
for representing some of the most expensive and prestigious properties in L.A.
As one of the top sellers of luxury real estate, how did you make it in the industry?
I originally wanted to be an architect, but couldn’t do the math. I figured since I
couldn’t design them, the next best thing was to sell them. Being raised in Little
Holmby and spending my childhood around Bel-Air and Beverly Hills, I developed a
fond love for and knowledge of the market. As in any profession, one word can spell
success... integrity.
What are some common challenges and rewards you experience selling real estate?
In this hot market, the challenge lies in knowing the off-market properties and
convincing sellers to sell off-market. Aside from the financial reward, which brings

Everyone
“wishes
to live

in Southern
California
because
we have
everything—
from
impeccable
weather to
business
growth to
exceptional
architecture to
theater.

”

great pleasure, I relish in matching clients to the perfect property. Since our office sells
one-third of our high-end properties in-house and off-market, it creates great fun in
matching people to people and lifestyles to lifestyles through their future luxury home.
What has been your most significant home sale?
My own home in Trousdale, which I purchased 15 years ago. I tore it down and kept
the four corners. A year and a half later, I moved in.
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CHRIS CORTAZZO
COLDWELL BANKER

What are some common challenges and rewards you experience

nationally and internationally; number one Malibu agent for over a

achieve that.

decade; and number one leasing agent.
As one of the top sellers of luxury real estate, how did you make it
in the industry? What has been your ticket to success?
Passion, passion, passion. I realized early in my career that, to be

MALIBU MAN
Cortazzo is
responsible for
33218 Pacific Coast
Highway in Malibu
(top).

buyer with the properties on the market; the reward is when you

What do you see as the most desirable amenity or selling point of a
residence that buyers look for in your market?
Ocean views, with the ultimate [amenity] being beach access.

successful, it’s a 24/7 job.

Are there recurring trends that you’ve seen in high-end homes in

What is the key to sealing the deal with any real estate transaction?

It’s always the sifting sands of the beach in terms of what buyers are

Having the confidence, knowing the property, knowing the neighbor-

the past year?
looking for. International buyers tend to be more traditional, where

hood, and knowing what the buyer is looking for.

domestic buyers tend to be more architectural.

Describe the hottest home in L.A. that you currently represent.

What advice would you give an agent who is just starting out?

There’s a $60 million estate that’s located on PCH that is absolute
perfection. “It’s Capri, Italy; it’s the French Riviera and it’s three acres
located in Malibu on a low bluff, with direct beach access to a perfect
surf break and a beautiful sandy cove.
What has been your most significant home sale?
My first home sale in 1994 for $5 million, which I sold a few years ago
for $60 million. This defined my career in real estate.
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It’s always a voyage of discovery trying to match the vision of the

Know your area, know your inventory, know your buyer, know your
sellers, and then walk out the door with confidence that you can sell
anything.
What are your predictions for the luxury real estate sector in L.A.
over the next year?
It’s hard to predict L.A. in general, but… I anticipate [Malibu] to be
very strong. More and more people are drawn to the beach lifestyle
and, as such, Malibu has become an international destination.
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Chris Cortazzo has been named Coldwell Banker’s number one agent,

selling residential real estate in L.A.?

JOYCE REY
COLDWELL BANKER

Joyce Rey has dedicated more than four decades to selling the
country’s most extravagant residences, setting numerous records
throughout her career and acquiring over $3 billion in sales.
As one of the top sellers of luxury real estate, how did you make it
in the industry? What has been your ticket to success?
[There were] a number of factors—starting with a great educational
background, a passion for the business itself, long hours of hard
work, and putting my clients’ best interests first.
What is the key or secret to sealing the deal on any transaction?
Extensive follow-up.
Describe the hottest home in L.A. that you currently represent.
72 Beverly Park—this property offers more than any other! With
Richard Landry’s outstanding architecture, six prime acres in the
exclusive guard-gated Beverly Park [and] fabulous entertaining
areas with high ceilings, nothing compares. If you move outside of
L.A., the Sycamore Valley Ranch (formerly known as ‘Neverland’) is
not only a piece of history, but an absolute paradise.
What are some common challenges and rewards you experience
selling residential real estate in Los Angeles?
It is always difficult to find the perfect house for a buyer. Sellers
typically want to price their property above actual market value.
The rewards are many—the most important is the respect of your
colleagues and the appreciation of your clients.
What do you see as the most desirable amenity or selling point of
a residence that buyers look for in your market?
I think they look for outstanding architecture; city, ocean or
pastoral views; and [for a home to be] move-in ready.
What advice would you give an agent who is just starting out?
Have a good savings account so you don’t have to worry about
finances as you learn the business, work with a top company that
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focuses on the area that is of interest, choose a company that
has a strong training program, consider specializing in a certain
neighborhood and utilize as many educational programs as possible.
What has been your most significant home sale?
There have been many, including Owlwood, Pickfair, The Harold
Lloyd Estate; however Le Belvedere in Bel Air, which was the highest

Are there recurring trends that you’ve seen in high-end homes in
the past year?
There has been a high demand for contemporary architecture and
developers are catering to that preference. Land and privacy are
always requested, and our buying market tends to be younger and

PARK PLACE
72 Beverly Park
(above) is the
hottest home in
Los Angeles that
Rey currently
represents.

younger and always filled with celebrities.
What are your predictions for the luxury real estate sector in L.A.
over the next year?
Beginning of first line should read “ At the moment, the market is as
strong as it has ever been—

sale for the U.S. for an entire year, was very exciting!
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MAURICIO UMANSKY
THE AGENCY

Mauricio Umansky, the founder and CEO of The Agency, has
been named the top-producing real estate agent in California for
THE HILLS
ARE ALIVE
Umansky represents
this stunning property
(above), located at 1174
N. Hillcrest Road in the
Bird Streets.

representing record-breaking properties, including the Playboy

industry, and that meant changing the brokerage model for the benefit
of our clients. I believe we have succeeded in doing just that, and our
focus is always on our clients. Whether [they are the] buyer or seller,
we make sure their needs come first. Satisfied clients mean success.
What are some common challenges and rewards you experience

Mansion and the Carolwood Estate.

selling residential real estate in L.A.?

What has been your ticket to success?

understand the dynamics, relationships and underlying issues, and

When we started The Agency, we wanted to redefine the real estate

Buying and selling is an emotional experience, so you have to fully
act as a translator between parties. The reward is the satisfaction of a
happy client, finding them what they’ve been looking for, making the

If you could own any estate, what would it be?
David Geffen’s Jack L. Warner Estate on Angelo Drive in Beverly Hills.
Are there recurring trends that you’ve seen in the past year?
We are seeing an importance placed on high-tech offerings in highend homes. We are seeing stackable car garages to make the most of
space, premier movie theaters replete with the very best surround
sound, and advance security features and property monitoring. More
and more buyers in Los Angeles are working in the tech industry, and
so we can expect to see the smart home concept taken to the next level
to appeal to this demographic.
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deal and achieving their goals.

BROAD STROKES
May is the agent responsible
for 31038 Broad Beach Drive
(left), a luxurious beachy
abode in the ‘Bu.

LINDA MAY
HILTON & HYLAND

the master suite. It must be sumptuous, boast overgenerous closets,

the world’s most elite business leaders in luxury Los Angeles real

My most recent significant estate sale was the iconic 300 Delfern

Linda May has made a name for herself working with A-listers and

What has been your most significant home sale?

estate for over three decades.

Drive, The Edie Goetz Estate. Out of the 13-plus estates I have sold

What has been your ticket to success?

city with its classic Hollywood history. It is a rare trophy that I was

I was immediately drawn to the luxury marketplace over 30-plus
years ago. My time in the industry has been defined through my
persistent hard work [and] complete authenticity and integrity.
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separate his/hers bathrooms and evoke a true feeling of relaxation.

I also have a passion for art and architecture, which has led me to
be immersed in the fabulous classic architectural homes that Los
Angeles has to offer. Last, but certainly not least, I am backed by an
incredible team!
What advice would you give an agent who is just starting out?
Get yourself a mentor, learn the inventory and start to understand

in Holmby Hills, this was one of the best residential estates in the
proud to represent.
Are there recurring trends that you’ve seen in high-end homes in
the past year?
In the last several years, the modern white box home has been a
very strong trend trend. However... classic architectural homes with
pedigree, history and the touch of distinction by masterful architects continue to endure and prevail.
What are some common challenges and rewards you experience

values! These are key fundamentals of being a successful agent.

selling residential real estate in L.A.?

What do you see as the most desirable amenity or selling point of a

and navigating the traffic and constant construction! The greatest

residence that buyers look for in your market?
Today, the most desired selling point of a residence to my clientele is

The biggest common challenge... is just getting around the city
reward... would be the opportunity to interact and meet the most
interesting people that are being drawn to L.A.
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